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Abstract—Current state of the art video codecs such as HEVC
are based on rectangular motion partitioning and compensation.
To further enhance the compression performance, more flexible
block partitioning strategies are needed. We present geometry
based motion partitioning (GMP) in a post-HEVC framework
with improved temporal prediction of GMP parameters. Our
main contribution is a simple yet efficient temporal projection
method for GMP parameters using available reference picture
motion vectors, which allows the tracking of geometric partition-
ing lines along a motion trajectory. Average bit rate reductions
by 1.35% are reported.

Index Terms—video coding, motion compensation, block par-
titioning, geometric partitioning, inter prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

Improved Inter-picture prediction is one of the driving
factors for increased compression performance of today’s
video coding standards. While recent attention has been given
to enhance motion compensation by using non-translational
motion models [1] or optical-flow based optimizations [2],
such methods still rely on rectangular block partitioning.
It has been noted frequently however that such a method
of block partitioning is sub-optimal for natural video as
object borders rarely follow a purely rectangular pattern.
Approximating motion boundaries by rectangular blocks
therefore introduces a coding overhead.

A more flexible way of motion partitioning which allows
arbitrarily shaped segments has been proposed Bläser et. al.
in [3]. Although having the highest degree of freedom in
terms of partitioning, the rate savings were comparably low
at 0.6%. This was explained by the fact that the proposed
scheme relied on simple, unsupervised spatio-temporal image
segmentation, which is still an unsolved problem and thereby
largely affecting the compression efficiency. In contrast to
this work, we focus on a simplification of object-based
block partitioning using a geometric model which allows the
splitting of a motion compensated block by a straight line into

two segments. This is denoted geometry-adaptive or geometric
motion partitioning (GMP or GEO). Proposed in 2005 by
Kondo et. al. [4], GMP has been researched in the context
of AVC [5] and HEVC [6], [7]. Promising coding gains
had been reported in the following investigations, leading to
attempts to include GMP during the standardization phase of
HEVC [8], [9].

Our GMP method differs from previous attempts in multiple
aspects as it includes a flexible and efficient prediction of
GMP parameters using a temporal projection. By scanning
each reference picture motion vector field and translationally
shifting the geometric partition boundaries with scaled motion
vectors, projected locations of the partition boundaries can
be derived. As only available reference pictures are needed
for this process, it can be performed at the decoder. The
paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we explain the
proposed block partitioning method and specifically detail
the process of temporal projection using motion vectors. We
further present our approach on an implementation-driven
representation of GMP parameters and give details about
the coding aspects. In Section III comparative coding results
and a statistical analysis of the GMP method are given and
discussed. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. GEOMETRIC MOTION PARTITIONING

Rectangular motion partitioning is the foundation of motion
compensation in video codecs such as HEVC. While symmet-
ric vertical and horizontal block partitioning has been available
in AVC, HEVC introduced Asymmetric Motion Partitioning
(AMP) [10], adding four more partitioning options. In GMP,
such limitations are lifted and any partitioning by a straight
line of a square block is allowed. However, significant coding
cost has to be spent to signal the partitioning parameters.

A. GMP Line Derivation

Previous GMP methods mostly use a line partitioning
described by two parameters, a radius and an angle, often
denoted ρ and θ respectively, which model the partitioning
by:

f(x, y) = x cos θ + y sin θ − ρ (1)

In our novel approach however, we choose to represent
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Fig. 1. Example of geometric motion partitioning as a block based coding
tool for the ParkScene test sequence. In this sequence, the camera pans to the
right.

the partitioning line, which splits a block into two distinct
segments S0 and S1 (see Figure 2) using two points P0 =
[x0, y0]T and P1 = [x1, y1]T located on the boundary of a
given block, leading to the well known two-point form of a
straight line:

(y − y0)(x1 − x0) = (y1 − y0)(x− x0) (2)

This two-point representation has multiple benefits as it simpli-
fies prediction, quantization and coding and allows for a direct
integer-only implementation. A binary mask M(x, y), which
assigns each pixel of a given block to a specific segment, can
now be easily derived using the two following equations:

f(x, y) =

∣∣∣∣x0 − x y0 − y
x1 − x y1 − y

∣∣∣∣ (3)

M(x, y)

{
0, if f(x, y) ≥ 0

1, otherwise
(4)

As direct coding of the two points P0 and P1 would consume
too much rate, we use an approach combining both spatial
and temporal prediction of the partitioning line. Thus, in
the presented method, there are two distinct GMP prediction
modes available:

• Spatial prediction
• Temporal prediction

For both cases – given a predictor line from a spatial context
(e.g. neighborhood, rectangular partitioning modes) or from
temporal projection – only integer start and end position offsets
∆s and ∆e from the line coordinates P0 and P1 and the
predictor coordinates P0,p and P1,p need to be coded. This
relationship is exemplified in Figure 2. A negative valued
offset moves a point in mathematically positive sense along
the block boundary and vice versa.

B. GMP Offset Quantization

In order to determine the optimal partitioning line at the
encoder side, an iterative search is used. Given a set of initial
partitioning parameters, in each step, the two offsets ∆s and
∆e are calculated as ∆s = ±kstep ·∆min and ∆e accordingly,
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Fig. 2. Representation of geometric partitioning line using a predictor and
two offset values.

where kstep is a search range decreasing in each iteration (e.g.
8, 4, 2, 1) and ∆min is the block-size dependent quantization
step size of the minimum offset values. In our experiments
presented in Section III, the quantization ∆min was chosen
as shown in Table I below. This quantization was optimized
for an acceptable trade-off between encoder-complexity and
coding performance.

TABLE I
QUANTIZATION OF GMP OFFSET VALUES.

Offset Quantization Block Size

128×128 64×64 32×32 16×16

∆min 4 2 1 1

C. Spatial Prediction

Using spatial prediction of geometric partitioning predictors
is needed for all cases where no geometric partitioning line can
be found in the temporal neighborhood. In order to solve this
problem, we use a similar approach as in [11]. In our method
however, we derive predictor candidates from the six available
HEVC rectangular partitioning modes and also add the two
diagonals as a prediction option. As object boundaries are
often smooth and continuous across block boundaries, there is
also locally confined spatial correlation among the partitioning
lines. This can be utilized for prediction by simply linearly
extending the partitioning line of a neighboring block into
the current block. As spatial prediction of GMP parameters is
an established method, we refer to [12] for more details. For
completeness, it is to be noted that also neighboring blocks
using Intra-prediction may be used for prediction of GMP
parameters as for example the directional Intra-modes contain
information about the local texture gradients of the image
content.

D. Temporal Prediction

It is to be expected that object boundaries often don’t
change their shape and are only subject to translational motion.
Therefore, high temporal correlation between geometric parti-
tioning patterns can be observed and exploited for prediction.
Our method of temporal prediction is based on the simple
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notion that the block partitioning of an object is translationally
shifted from picture to picture by the object motion. Thus, it
is possible to motion-compensate the partitioning information
and use it for prediction and coding of the current picture. In a
practical application, this can be achieved by shifting the GMP
parameters of reference pictures stored in the reference picture
buffer using the motion vector field. As our GMP parameters
are represented by two points, this can be achieved by a simple
translation:

Pp,s = Ps + MVp, s = 0, 1 (5)

MVp =

[
vx
vy

]
= − tb

td
MV (6)

Here, Pp,s is the location of the projected GMP line parame-
ters and MVp is the distance scaled motion vector. The scaling
is performed according to the two parameters td and tb which
denote the time distance between the current picture and the
first reference picture and the first and the second reference
picture respectively. The method is exemplified in Figure 3.
In our implementation, a search range centered around the
current block of the reference picture motion vector field is
scanned in a predefined order. For each motion vector which
is encountered, the projection of collocated GMP parameters
according to Eq. 5 is performed.

E. GMP Predictor List and Coding

When the projected GMP parameters have been determined,
it is sufficient to test whether the projected line slices the
current block at the collocated position and if so, add the
GMP parameters to a candidate list of GMP predictors. As
multiple lines may slice the current block, the candidate list
will be expanded until a fixed limit of partitioning candidates
is reached. At the encoder side, all available GMP predictors
are subject to a rate-distortion optimization. The best available
predictor from the predictor candidate list is signalled to the
decoder by an index. At the decoder side, the entire projection
process and list construction can be identically repeated as it is
based on information contained in already decoded reference
pictures. In summary, three syntax elements are needed to code
the partitioning line:

1) GMP Prediction Mode Flag
2) GMP Predictor Index
3) GMP Offsets (∆s,∆e)

The GMP Predictor Index is binarized using Truncated Unary
code and each bin is coded by the CABAC engine. As the GMP
Offsets are expected to follow distributions heavily centered
at zero, coding them is performed using a combination of
a Larger-Zero bin and Exponential Golomb Coding for the
remainder.

III. CODING RESULTS

We evaluated the proposed method using the Joint
Exploration Test Model (JEM) of JVET [13], version 2.0,
which is a test model for future video coding technology.
This software already contains advanced methods of
motion-compensation such as Overlapped Block Motion

Ref. Pic. 2 Ref. Pic. 1 Cur. Pic.
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td tb

MVpObject

Boundary

MV

Fig. 3. Exemplified projection of a partitioning boundary from a reference
picture using the motion vector field.

TABLE II
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR JEM 2.0 LDP CONFIGURATION WITH GMP

TEMPORAL PROJECTION ON (TP) AND OFF (NO TP).

Sequence Resolution BD-rate change [%]

TP No TP

Foreman 352×288 -2.86 -2.07
BlowingBubbles 416×240 -0.97 -0.74
BasketballPass 416×240 -0.63 -0.55
RaceHorses 832×480 -1.40 -1.29
BQMall 832×480 -1.57 -1.16
BasketballDrill 832×480 -0.67 -0.72
PartyScene 832×480 -0.41 -0.35
ChinaSpeed 1024×768 -0.65 -0.51
Johnny 1280×720 -2.46 -1.61
KristenAndSara 1280×720 -2.18 -1.55
FourPeople 1280×720 -1.18 -0.76
Vidyo1 1280×720 -1.61 -0.94
Vidyo3 1280×720 -1.74 -1.14
Cactus 1920×1080 -0.72 -0.47
Kimono 1920×1080 -0.48 -0-38
ParkScene 1920×1080 -1.40 -1.01
PeopleOnStreet 2560×1600 -0.77 -0.64
Traffic 2560×1600 -1.68 -1.00
Drummer 3840×2160 -2.18 -1.64

Average -1.35 -0.98

Compensation (OBMC), an affine motion model and bi-
predictive optical flow (BIO) [2].

The proposed method of geometry-adaptive motion
partitioning has been implemented as a block based coding
tool and is therefore competing against the already established
symmetric and asymmetric partitioning options in HEVC. To
enable GMP on the block level, an additional flag is signalled.

Simulations were run on a variety of sequences with
different resolutions and varying amount of motion. We
chose to test the Lowdelay-P encoder configuration of the
Common Test Conditions (CTC) of JVET. Our results in
terms of BD-rate savings compared to JEM 2.0 without
GMP are given in Table II. From the results, an average
rate reduction of 1.35% in case of using temporal projection
and 0.98% for pure spatial prediction can be observed. It is
to be noted that for “unchallenging” sequences in terms of
their content such as Johnny or KristenAndSara, among the
highest rate-reductions by 2.46% and 2.18% and also the
highest improvements over spatial prediction can be achieved.
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Fig. 4. Probabilities of the two GMP prediction mode usages measured over
all tested sequences.

This can be explained by the fact that geometry-adaptive
partitioning is better suited for video content containing
objects with clearly defined edges such as heads and bodies
and uniquely discernible motion (moving foreground, static
background as in those test sequences). In Table III, we
also provide an analysis how much area of the sequences
were coded using geometric partitioning including temporal
projection. Here, we see that on average roughly 5-8% of the
tested sequences were coded using geometric partitioning.
For the two best sequences Johnny and KristenAndSara, the
mode usage was in a similar range with 6.6% and 6.8%.
Further, it can be assumed that the projection process works
better for smaller motions. This can be explained by analysis

TABLE III
GMP MODE USAGE OF ALL CODED PICTURES DEPENDING ON QP AND

BLOCK SIZE FOR LDP USING TEMPORAL PROJECTION.

Block Size Coded in GMP mode [%]
QP22 QP27 QP32 QP37

16×16 1.78 1.22 0.73 0.35
32×32 1.64 2.08 2.20 1.85
64×64 0.99 1.83 2.73 3.09

128×128 0.52 1.18 1.86 2.75

Total 4.93 6.31 7.52 8.04

of the GMP prediction mode distribution as seen in Figure
4. While the usage of spatial and temporal GMP prediction
modes are quite balanced for the entire test set, they were
more diverging for those sequences with the highest rate
reductions: It was observed that temporal projection had a
mode usage higher than on average, with 59% for Johnny
and 51% for KristenAndSara.

Further, it is evident that the maximum number of
iterations performed at the encoder for determining the
RD-optimal partitioning line affects the coding performance.
As motion estimation is required for each geometric block
partitioning configuration, encoder complexity quickly
becomes unmanageable when using too many iterations.
Compared to JEM 2.0 without GMP, we can report a roughly
3× encoder complexity increase. However, our approach does
not employ fast-decision strategies, such as a pre-analysis step
of the texture or the option to skip the GMP mode estimation
altogether e.g. for cases where it unlikely to outperform the
Skip mode [10].

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a geometry-adaptive motion partitioning
method, competing against established rectangular block
partitioning methods in a post-HEVC video coding framework.
Our main contribution is a simple and implementation-friendly
GMP parameter representation in combination with improved
temporal prediction of the partitioning line. The temporal
prediction is achieved by a projection process using the
reference picture motion vector field. Average BD-rate saving
on the used test set of 1.35% can be reported.

As Quad-Tree-Binary-Tree (QTBT) block partitioning
has been integrated into version 4.0 of JEM, we wish to
compare GMP to QTBT in the future.

In future work, temporal projection can be improved by
also considering motion trajectories over longer temporal
distances, involving multiple reference pictures. The rate
distortion optimization of the partitioning line at the encoder
can be improved by applying image segmentation methods in
a pre-processing step.
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